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CORNER DIAGRAM
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PLANE COORDINATE POSITION DATA
State __________ Zone __________
X __________ Y __________
Estab. By __________

CORNER MONUMENT FOUND

FOUND 8" IRON PIPE 18" ABOVE GROUND IN GOOD CONDITION. ALONGSIDE IS REMNANT OF OLD CEDAR POST 13 FT. LONG. LOCATED ON LARGE MOUND OF EARTH.

BEARING TREES OR OTHER OFFICIAL ACCESSORIES FOUND

FOUND 30" FIR, N. 61°33'19" E. 192 FT. WITH HEALED WITNESS SCAR (ORIG)

FOUND 36" FIR, NORTH, 6'9" FT. WITH HEALED WITNESS SCAR (ORIG)

CORNER LOCATION RELATIVE TO NEAR BY FEATURES, ALSO HOW TO REACH CORNER

I CIRCLED OPEN THE 36" FIR, LEFT NORTH AND FOUND THE Scribe Mike "CS 6 FT"

BOB 1886 SET A POST IN MOUND OF EARTH MADE BY FALLING OF A TREE. NO WITNESSES MARKED.

Leonard Whitmore, Forestry Tech Timber Ahebo 3-26-65

Date 3660-2

FIREWALL